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Abstract  
This work analyzes relationships from technology and other production programs from 
314 plants worldwide, which support flexibility impacting responsiveness (main 
reconfigurable manufacturing system feature). Although results confirm practices 
linkages affecting responsiveness, plants show different paths (adoption focuses and 
practice types). Thus, proposing reconfigurable practices is not correct in all 
environments. 
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Introduction  
Responsiveness may be seen as an outcome from either flexibility or, but especially, 
reconfigurability, reflecting timely purposeful change guided by external demands (He 
and Zhang, 2013). On the one hand, by increasing the technological responsiveness of 
production systems to unpredicted events, such as sudden market changes or unexpected 
machine failures, manufacturers can achieve reconfigurability. Reconfigurable practices 
(RPs), i.e. reconfigurable manufacturing systems (RMSs), are simply technological 
abilities to provide exactly the functionality and capacity needed, exactly when needed, 
permitting a reduction in the lead time for launching new systems and reconfiguring 
existing systems, and the rapid modification and quick integration of new technology 
and/or new functions into existing systems (Bader et al., 2014).  

On the other hand, flexible practices (FPs) may be considered the current previous 
step for reconfigurable practices (RPs). Flexibility may be define here as an inherent 
property of manufacturing systems which allows them to change within their own 
limitations. It has internal resources to achieve different types of internal flexibility, both 
at a short term (i.e. it is the needed operational process consisting of flexibilities such as 
machine, product, material handling, routing, and volume), and a medium term (i.e. it is 
the tactical process having flexibilities such as operations, material and program). Such 
internal flexibilities are there to support external flexibilities, where systems are 
contextualized, for the long term such as the competitive flexibility concerned with 
strategic aspects, consisting of production, expansion, and market. Although there may be 
overlapping in this classification since there is a strong link between long, medium and 
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short term concepts and thus a simple differentiation does not provide additional insights, 
it gives an important strategic composition of flexibility (Awwad et al., 2013) 

Unfortunately, as explained below, investments in current systems supposedly 
flexible such as FMS do not yield the desired results. Empirical studies show, on the one 
hand, that FMS is not living up to its full potential, and, on the other, that some 
manufacturers may even have purchased FMS with excess capacity and features.  

There are also numerous problems associated with FMS, such as training, 
reconfigurability, reliability and maintenance, software and communications, and initial 
cost. Paradoxically, the main disadvantage with FMS is its inflexibility. While the vital 
ability for responsiveness is "long-term" flexibility, i.e., a feature to change a system to 
produce new products, FMS has limited capabilities in terms of upgrading, add-ons, 
customization and changes in production capacity, thus providing a “short-term” 
flexibility (Mehrabi et al., 2002). Hence, this paper approaches the "reconfigurability" 
question, from the perspective of the “inflexibility” of current production practices, 
which do not have technological reconfigurable capability (from now on expressed as 
non-reconfigurable).  

Furthermore, many researchers have proposed and tested models for production 
practices currently implemented for greater flexibility, but they are still isolated 
representations rather than cumulative studies that systematically build upon each other 
for reconfigurable practice deployment (Rehman and Babu 2013). This empirical testing 
of production practices related to flexibility is simply a first, but important step in the 
process of developing a theory for near-future reconfigurable practice deployment. Even 
if reconfigurable practices from programs such as RMS are not yet readily available, 
there must be some signs that show plants are seeking responsiveness among 
multidimensional performance, especially in current non- technological reconfigurable 
environments where flexibility currently play an important role.  

Hence, this research tries to have an understanding for the future implementation 
of reconfigurable capability, when its technology such as RMS is on hand. It takes into 
account the fact that technology, has to interrelate with other production programs, such 
as just in time (JIT), total quality (TQ), etc., as a technological transition from flexibility 
to reconfigurability. Thus, the objective of this paper is to test for environments and paths 
of such programs and practices to get high performance. 

Thus, theoretical background and hypotheses are presented in the following 
section. In Part 2, the research setting is presented, explaining the research variables, the 
data collection method and the statistical analysis tools used. Epigraph 4 presents and 
discusses the results, highlighting their implications. In the last section, conclusions are 
provided and some directions identified for future research. 

 
Theoretical background and hypotheses 
As a starting point of the current stage for reconfigurability, we may consider flexible 
environments (Barad, 2013; Fitzgerald et al., 2009; Mehrabi et al., 2002), where for 
instance, there are attempts to combine the advantages of fixed automation with those of 
programmed automation (Rahman & Mo, 2012). Using this method, plants are able to 
simultaneously obtain low cost per unit and a high degree of flexibility. Such plants use 
advanced integrated hardware and software systems that enables a predefined variety of 
products to be automatically designed and produced. There are various flexible practices 
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(FPs) within these contexts, besides FMS, including automated transport and 
warehousing, production cells and numerical production, computer numerically 
controlled (CNC)/direct numerically controlled (DNC) production, proprietary 
equipment, group technology, etc. Since RPs are considered the next step after FPs, as 
such they must also be framed where the latter are currently implemented.  

Flexible environments include components from all three areas of the technology 
program (Fang et al. 2013; Ortega 2009; Schroeder and Flynn 2001):   
process/production technology, product technology and information technology. 

In addition, the effectiveness of all production programs is closely interrelated 
with technology, and, bidirectionally, this interrelation influences the success of any 
technological system in a plant: technology and other production practices together affect 
performance. A possible missing link between technology and other areas of a plant is a 
major cause of failure.  

Therefore, this paper decides to relate some technology and non-technological 
practices where flexibility is presently considered, in order to analyze future 
reconfigurable practices implementation and operations, using plant contingency, practice 
linkages and multidimensional performance. There are two main aspects to this 
integrating review in this study: 1) competitiveness, related to features offered by 
reconfigurable capacity, i.e. responsiveness, from current environments; and 2) 
production programs as an environment for flexibility, and their effect on 
competitiveness. Next, each background component and the propositions are developed. 

 
Responsiveness from flexible contexts 
Starting from the literature (Kritchanchai and McCarthy, 1998) that states that 
responsiveness supports supports quality, improves cost performance and can subsume 
speed, dependability and flexibility, this paper takes the last three dimensions as the 
integrated components of responsiveness). These authors (Demeter, 2013; Bernardes and 
Hanna, 2009; Reichhart and Holweg, 2008 assess that responsiveness not only covers 
speed, dependability and flexibility, but also addresses how they should be utilized and 
managed in a purposeful manner. Moreover, the level of responsiveness needed is 
different in every firm and depends on the firms’ individual business strategies, 
supporting the contingency fundament (Roh et al., 2013; Uskonen and Tenhiälä, 2012). 
All these five basic competitive dimensions of manufacturing performance (cost, quality, 
delivery/dependability, time/speed and flexibility) represent one of most common 
approaches for performance measures.  

 
Production programs   
Production programs and their practices are selected and measured according to the 
specification provided below. While there are many practices and programs in 
production, the next three reasons are used as the basis for choosing the specific practices 
and programs to be examined: 

1. Production programs and their practices recognized as important to get high 
performance 

2. Programs and their practices where flexibility is important. 
3. Technology practices, which have been theoretically or empirically associated with 

one or more specific dimensions of production performance (responsiveness, cost 
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and quality).  
 
To select the practices, the literature review conducted in several prominent 

journals during the last four decades established research on flexibility and production 
programs and performance relationships (Jin et al. 2013; Cua et al. 2006; Filippini et al. 
1996; Monden 1989). We found flexibility deployment around production programs, 
providing a reasonable representation of the theoretical and empirical research for current 
environments of flexibility for future reconfigurable practice electiveness and 
deployment.  

Such reviewed production literature agrees that production strategy (PS), just-in-
time (JIT), production technology (T), total quality (TQ), human resources (HR) and total 
productive maintenance (TPM) are well-established conceptually, theoretically, and 
empirically. All six are recognized production programs and successful implementation 
of these programs is found to improve production performance and help plants gain a 
competitive edge. 

On the other hand, there is evidence of models of proposed practices, both from 
flexibility (flexible automation and group technology) and other technology practices, 
from the three areas of technology (process, product and information) presented in this 
section (Jin et al. 2013; Matsui 2002; Filippini et al. 1996). The focus in the following 
discourse will be to compare and contrast models of technology practices, as current 
environments where flexible practices should be implemented, with respect to 
performance. As said before, RP is being compared, and even considered the next step, to 
FP. Hence, since the latter is part of the technology program, literature presents nine 
practices within this program (from its three areas), which may lead to improvements in 
cost, quality, speed (i.e., cycle time, and the speed with which new- products are 
introduced), dependability (i.e., on-time delivery, and fast delivery), and flexibility (i.e., 
product mix, and volume mix).  

Following a broader view on our proposal for technology implementation, the 
analytical review from Ortega Jimenez et al. (2011), Machuca et al. (2011), Ortega et al. 
(2012), Cua et al. (2001), Flynn et al. (1994), etc., extends beyond the most general 
technology perspective for flexibility in the previous paragraph, by considering not only 
technology, but also by adding practices from JIT, TQ, TPM, PS and HR programs to the 
equation.  

A review of the previous literature revealed three levels of analysis: 1) individual, 
by practices more closely related flexibility (technological); 2) combined for flexibility, 
by technological practices, and other practices from the technology program (mixed); and 
3) managerial by technology within organizational programs as an environment for 
flexibility. 

It should be noted that in some cases the model depictions represent 
interpretations of how the models were proposed or tested. Literature background 
includes three hard technology practices (closely related to flexibility), flexible 
automation1, group technology, and proprietary equipment, since all three are particularly 
important, not only because of current flexible automation requiring group technology, 
but because future reconfigurable practices may be contained here.   

Hence, this paper proposes a simple theoretical model with three major building 

1 Information technology (IT). 
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blocks to assess the current production stage to adopt reconfigurable ability: 1) 
technology program and their practices; 2) human resources (HR), total quality (TQ), 
just-in-time (JIT), production strategy (PS) and total productive maintenance (TPM) 
programs; and 3) competitiveness, measured as multidimensional performance 

Depending on their environments, plants may be able to choose between different 
paths of competitiveness in their quest to be high performers, with greater responsiveness 
as a key performance priority. It may therefore be difficult and unwise to have too many 
production practices and programs. One of the first choices in a specific environment 
must be the focus of the practices chosen: plants may choose to implement mainly 
technological or mixed practices. A second choice relates to the number of practices 
adopted as a proportion of the total number of practices available. Therefore, we propose 
the following hypothesis:  

H1. There is a relationship between adoption focus and number of production 
practices implemented and performance achieved by plants. 
 

Research setting 
Sample and scales 
The empirical evidence used to test the hypotheses was taken from surveys conducted as 
part of the 3rd round of the international High Performance Manufacturing project, HPM. 
Surveyed plants had a minimum of 100 workers. The international sample, from auto 
supplier, electronics and machinery industries, was 314 plants from ten countries in three 
continents (America, Asia and Europe). Twelve questionnaires were used aimed at 
twelve different managerial and shop-floor worker positions. Items related to the three 
groups of variables of interest have been used for the study: technology practices, 
flexibility-related production practices and performance. 

All questions on production practices were answered using Likert 1-to-7 rating 
scales checked for content validity and reliability (all scales/practices used in the analysis 
exceeded Cronbach’s alpha criterion level of 0.6, Nunnally, 1967). As far as construct 
validity is concerned, items/questions used to make up scales had to pass both the 
reliability and unidimensionality tests to be considered for subsequent analysis. The 
eigenvalues of the scales had to be greater than 1.00. In addition, the loading of each item 
on any scale was required to be in excess of ±0.40, showing that all the items contributed 
substantially to their respective scales (Hair et al., 1998). All the proposed research 
practices, except for concurrent engineering/phase overlapping, product design simplicity, 
willingness to introduce new technology and CAD/CAM/CIM/ FMS/CNC, were 
validated. Detailed measures are available upon request. 

All six programs were conceptualized and defined as multidimensional constructs. 
Each dimension (scale) represents one facet of these broad constructs (super scales) and 
all pertinent dimensions together define a super scale as a whole. After the scales were 
checked for reliability and validity, the next step was to average them into super scales to 
represent the six broader concepts (PS, T, TPM, JIT, HR, TQ). A set of scales can be 
aggregated to represent a super scale if these scales load onto a single factor. Several 
scales were used to measure practices from each program according to the definitions of 
the practices described in previous section. These scales were factor analyzed to ascertain 
that they were measuring each common of the six constructs as shown in Table 2. The 
eigenvalue was greater than 1.00, and the factor loadings of the scales were well above 
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the cut-off value of±0.40. In addition, the reliability of the super scale was found to be 
above 0.60. Thus, each super scale that measures its own practices is reliable and one-
dimensional with all of its scales contributing significantly to forming the super scale. 
Table 1 shows significant constructs by adoption focus (organizational, technological, 
and technological-organizational mixed). 
 

Table 1. Constructs from production practices and programs 
Program (super  scale) Adoption focus Production practice (scale) 
  Lot size  
  JIT/continuous flow  production  
JIT Organizational Kanban/Pull system  
  Cellular/layout manufacturing  
  Setup time reduction 
  Predictive/preventive maintenance  
TPM Organizational Planning & scheduling strategies  
  New process equipment/technologies  
  Product design  
  Process control 
  Customer focus 
TQ Organizational Feedback 
  Top management quality leadership 
  Supplier quality involvement 
  Continuous improvement  
HR Organizational Self-directed work teams/employee involvement  
  Flexible, cross-functional workforce  
  Manufacturing-business strategy linkage 
  Manufacturing strategy strength 
PS Organizational  Communication of manufacturing strategy 
  Formal strategic planning 
 Technological Group technology-cellular manufacturing 
  Proprietary equipment 
T  Interfunctional design effort 
 Mixed Anticipation of new technologies 
  Effective process implementation 

 
With regard to performance, all the questions were also answered using 1-to-5 

rating Likert scales. First, cost was measured by unit cost of manufacturing.  Second, 
quality was assessed with conformance to product specifications. Third, a measure of 
responsiveness was checked for content and construct validity, and reliability, to reflect a 
construct of plants’ achievement, constructed from the indexes of speed/time (cycle time 
and development lead time), dependability (on-time delivery performance and on-time 
new product launch and flexibility (flexibility to change product mix and flexibility to 
change volume) dimensions. Cost, quality and responsiveness were then used in order to 
observe overall multidimensional effectiveness. 
 
Method of analysis 
To answer the hypothesis, this study proposes to first classify plants by their competitive 
environments. Hence, plant groups are categorized on the basis of production programs 
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and performance. The focus is to identify plant groups related to the implemented 
practices and to analyze relationships to performance. 

As for performance, it is clear that responsiveness (main reconfigurable 
characteristic) along with cost and quality were key factors in establishing the group 
classification. Thus, an analysis was performed to distinguish between two plant types 
based on the higher-than-average (high performer, HP) and lower-than-average (standard 
performer, SP) performance classification in the performance measures.  
Next, to identify the different paths of competitiveness followed by plants, adoption focus 
(organizational, technological, and mixed), and number of practices implemented as a 
proportion of the total, are both used (Filippini et al., 2001). Two groups will be 
identified, taking as full adopter, plants that have higher-than-average implementations of 
more than half of all practices and programs considered, and the rest as selectors (i.e. 
equal or less than half). Besides, to indicate to which focus plants prioritize, these terms 
are used: organizational, technology, or mixed. Hence, there are six possible groups.  

Then, practices-performance links are established to relate to plant and groups’ 
environments, considering performance priorities related to reconfigurability (cost, 
quality and responsiveness). To analyze the impact of different environments on 
performance, this study examines percentage of plants taking each environment that 
could be considered as high performance by class effects (HPs vs. SPs).  

Hence, to sum up this part, this paper considers three sets of subgroup (SG) 
models. 
 
Results and discussion 
Firstly, taking performance data collected and measure in the previous Section, plants 
were sub-divided into HPs, (plants with higher levels of average performance on all three 
production performance priorities considered here: responsiveness, cost and quality) and 
SPs (the rest of plants). Hence, Figure 1 shows factorial scores of HPs and SPs, where all 
three performance priorities provide support for competitiveness. It is clear that HPs do 
well on all priorities. Besides, SPs have more room to improve on not only cost both also 
on responsiveness (key performance for reconfigurability). 

 

Type of performance 

 Standard Performance (SP) 
 High Performance (HP) 

Cost Quality Responsiveness 
-0.6 

-0.4 

-0.2 

0.2 

0.4 

0.6 

0.8 

1.0 

1.2 

0 

 
Figure 1. Stage 3.1 – performance for HPs 
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The Figure 1 shows the nature of the tradeoffs and linkages, since the size of the 
gap is larger for some important performance priorities, such as cost and responsiveness. 
It is harder to improve manufacturing cost, or even responsiveness (due to technological-
organizational managerial requirements), than to improve quality. However, improving 
the obvious easier priority may mean to weaken the harder priority, since such approach 
produces a tradeoff. Manufacturing cost is invisible to customers, but they directly 
evaluate quality and responsiveness. Therefore, plants may be motivated to improve at 
least the visible measures to stay competitive to its customers. Then the gap between such 
measures will be smaller, compared with that of cost. Escape from a tradeoff situation 
requires that an organization exploit the effect of linkages. In other words, plants need to 
step up to the next level in the linkage. A tradeoff exists when plants remain in the same 
level for a linkage, but the tradeoff can be overcome if plants can move up to a higher 
linkage, but more production functions and time may be needed in the effort to improve 
multiple performance priorities by means of compatibilities of accumulation of 
performance priorities. Therefore, global competition requires plants to acknowledge 
linkage of programs, and compatibilities (Morita et al., 2001). 

This analysis allowed a group of 66 plants to be identified as HPs, which 
represent almost one in four plants. It is important to note that listwise deletion was used 
for missing values for two reasons: 1) it did not result in a substantial decrease in the 
sample size available for the analysis (ruling out only a small number of subjects), so 
there was no loss in power; and 2) data seems to be missing at random, leading to 
unbiased parameter estimates. 

Then, plants were classified based on two variables (focus and number of 
implemented practices), five distinct groups of plants emerged out of six possible. These 
were groups (G1 to G5), showing support for the existence of different plant adoption 
paths (Table 2).  
 

Table 2. Groups of plants by focus and number of implemented practices 
Number of 
plants 

  Implemented 
practices 

 

  Selector Full adopter Total 
 Plants implementing at least a technological practice 98 (G1) 138 (G4) 236 
Focus  Plants implementing at least a mixed & no 

technological practice 
33 (G2) 15   (G5) 48 

 Plants implementing only organizational programs 21 (G3) 0 21 
Total  152 153 305 
 

Practice-performance links are then established to relate to plant, considering 
responsiveness as one of the performance priorities. To analyze the impact of different 
paths of practices adoptions on performance, this study examines the percentage of plants 
in each path that could be considered as HPs or SPs. Table 3 shows that all five groups 
(G1-G5) include HPs to different degrees. Specifically, technological practice adoption is 
a path for HP, and, to a lesser degree, mixed practices. Indeed, close to seven HPs in ten 
are from the “at least technological full adopter” group (G4). The “at least technological 
selectors” (G1) follow at a distance and represent less than one HP in five. There are 
relatively few “at least mixed & no technological full adopters” (G5) in this top group, 
and slightly fewer “only organizational and selectors” (G3) and “at least mixed & no 
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technological selectors” (G2). These last three groups together represent slightly over one 
HP in ten. This gives significant support to H1.    
 

Table 3. HPs in paths of competitiveness 
Number of plants    
Focus (Scales) Implemented practices Total 
 Selector Full adopter 

 
 SP HP SP HP 

At least technology 71(G1) 11(G1) 79(G4) 46(G4) 207 
At least mixed & no technology 31(G2) 2  (G2) 10(G5) 4  (G5) 47 
Only organizational 14(G3) 3  (G3) 0 0 17 
Total 116 16 89 50 271+ 

+ We treat missing values by listwise deletion. 
 
Discussion and implications 
The empirical analysis in Table 2 has made it possible to identify some elements that 
differentiate between the choices of practices: priorities regarding their type (technology, 
technological-organizational mix, and organizational practices) and the magnitude of the 
investment carried out in terms of the number of practices adopted. The plants studied 
followed five main paths (see Table 2), four of which are paths followed by high 
performers. However, there is no single path which is the best and which guarantees 
success for any plant. Nonetheless, an individual plant situation should not be the only 
guide to implementing practices. In general, as seen in Table 2, most high performers are 
in the group with at least a technological practice and the highest number of practices 
implemented. The second case, but very far behind, is again plants with at least one 
technological practice but, this time with a limited number of practices implemented. 
However, having only or mainly organizational, and/or technological-organizational 
mixed practices and no technology practices, and either a limited number or most of these, 
does not help a plant to be a high performer. These results show significant support for 
performance paths of environments of adoption focus and implemented production 
practices, since five specific environments lead to their own paths for competitiveness. 
Technological practices stand out, since almost nine out of ten HPs adopt them. It is 
important to consider this here since technological practices are considered to be the most 
closely related to the current flexible stage as the basis for the future reconfigurable one. 
 
Conclusions and future directions 
The analyses provide a foundation on the quest for responsiveness. In general, there 
seems to be support for the validity of the interactions between all programs and practices 
tested. Therefore, it is apparent from results that some current environments for flexibility 
(especially technology) seem to facilitate better future transition from flexibility to 
reconfigurability, so that RMS may be implemented.  

However, caution should be taken for there are different paths to high 
performance, since there is a major amount of support for the importance of different 
flexible environments toward competitiveness, from combinations made out of plant 
focus and practices implemented. Findings consistently support JIT, TQ, PS, HR, TPM, 
and T (especially technological practices) as important parameters for responsiveness. 
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Although sets of practices without technological reconfigurability seen here are already 
targeting responsiveness and other performance priorities, they can however be improved 
and extended with the consideration of time, changes and reconfigurability adoption and 
implementation. However, to propose reconfigurability as “one size fits all” may not 
meet the requirements for achieving competitiveness when plants take wrong paths in 
their quest for responsiveness and other performance priorities. 

However, the framework needs extensive empirical examination, by testing data 
from FMS and reconfigurable-based practices (when made available). This give an 
opportunity for future direction, which could be a research plan from the research model 
for reconfigurable practices, which has been introduced here with the hope of facilitating 
future work in reconfigurability of imminent and growing importance. 
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